Abstract. The dynamic reflection probability of [DS] and the spectral reflection probability of [GNP, GS4] for a one-dimensional Schrödinger operator H "´∆`V are characterized in terms of the scattering theory of the pair pH, H 8 q where H 8 is the operator obtained by decoupling the left and right half-lines R ď0 and R ě0 . An immediate consequence is that these reflection probabilities are in fact the same, thus providing a short and transparent proof of the main result of [BRS]. This approach is inspired by recent developments in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics of the electronic black box model and follows a strategy parallel to [JLPa].
Introduction
One-dimensional Schrödinger operators H "´∆`V describe a quantum particle on R under the influence of a potential V . The transmission and reflection properties of such operators concern the behaviour of wave packets originating on, say, the far left of the system and describe whether the packet is transmitted through the system to the right, or reflected back to the left.
The dynamical characterization of transmission and reflection, originating in [DS] , uses the solution of the time dependent Schrödinger equation to define states asymptotically concentrated on the left or right in the distant future or past. The notions of reflection and transmission coefficients then enter through the decomposition of a state concentrated asymptotically on the left in the distant past into the superposition of two states concentrated on the left and right in the distant future.
The spectral characterization of transmission and reflection is given in terms of two special solutions of the time independent Schrödinger equation. The reflected and transmitted waves are obtained by expanding one solution as a superposition of the other and its conjugate (for the energies under consideration, each solution is not the multiple of a real-valued solution); in the mathematical literature, this approach originates in [GS3, GS4] .
Our contribution is to characterize both of these notions of reflection and transmission in terms of the scattering theory of the pair pH, H 8 q where H 8 is the direct sum of the restrictions of H to the left and right half-lines, with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The scattering theory of this pair provides yet another notion of reflection and transmission through the elements of the scattering matrix. In fact, it will be immediate that all three notions coincide thus providing a short and transparent proof of the main result of [BRS] .
The consideration of the decoupled operator H 8 appears somewhat unnatural here. This approach originates in studies of the nonequilibrium statistical mechanics of the electronic black box model. There, the relevent transport phenomena are computed using an associated one-dimensional Jacobi matrix acting on ℓ 2 pZq, where the left and right half-spaces correspond to two semi-infinite thermal reservoirs which are initially uncoupled and at thermal equilibrium. The study of the scattering theory of the decoupled and coupled operators thus enters quite naturally. We refer the interested reader to [JLPi] for a complete discussion.
This approach to reflection and transmission was first developed for Jacobi matrices [JLPa] and later extended to the five-diagonal unitary CMV matrices in [CLP] . In all of these cases, the question of whether the dynamical and spectral definitions of reflection and transmission coincide was already answered in [BRS] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the different notions of reflection and transmission and state our main results. In the third and final section we provide an elementary derivation of the scattering matrix for the pair pH, H 8 q. Acknowledgements: The authors thank V. Jakšić for useful and enlightening discussions. The work of B.L. is partly supported by NSERC. The research of A.P. was partly supported by ANR (grant 12-JS01-0008-01).
Main results

Preliminaries
We consider Schrödinger operators H :"´∆`V (2.1) on R. We assume that V`P L 1 loc pRq and its negative part V´obeys Qp´∆q Ď QpV´q and xϕ, V´ϕy ď αxϕ,´∆ϕy`βxϕ, ϕy (2.2) for some α ă 1 and all ϕ P Qp´∆q. We assume that V is in the limit point case at˘8. Under these assumptions H defines a self-adjoint operator bounded from below. For our purposes it will be no loss of generality to assume
We define now H l{r :"´∆ 8,l{r`V (2.4) to be the restriction of H to the left and right half spaces L 2 pR l{r , dxq where we denote R l " p´8, 0s and R r " r0, 8q. Here,´∆ 8,l{r is the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the left/right half-space.
We summarize now some of the elements of the Weyl-Titschmarsh theory (our notation is based on Appendix A of [GS3] ; complete proofs may be found in the references there, or in [T] In fact, it follows from [GS1, GS3, T] that ρ l{r is the spectral measure for H l{r and δ 1 0 . Here, δ 1 0 P H´2pH l{r q where H s pH l{r q is the scale of spaces associated to H l{r and the associated spectral measure is defined as in [S] 
Reflection probabilities
We discuss first the spectral reflection probability of [GNP, GS4] . For any λ P R s.t. m l{r pλ`i0q exists, we define the two solutions of Hψ l{r " λψ l{r (2.12)
by requiring
Let S l{r be an essential support of the a.c. spectrum for H l{r . For a.e. λ P S l we have that ψ l pλq is not a multiple of a real solution and is therefore linearly independent ofψ l pλq. For such λ we can expand
(2.14)
Definition 2.1. For a.e. λ P S l the spectral reflection coefficient (relative to incidence from the left) is defined by
and the spectral reflection probability is defined by |R
l pλq " 0 a.e. on a Borel set e then H is said to be spectrally reflectionless on e.
Using (2.13) one obtains for λ P S l ,
We now discuss the dynamical reflection probability of [DS,BRS] . Let j x ď 1 be a smooth function that is 0 on p´8, xs and 1 for rx`1, 8q. The strong limits
exist and do not depend on the choice of x. The operator Pl {r is the projection onto the space Hl {r where
is the set of states concentrated asymptotically on the left in the distant future/past, and Hȓ is given by a similar definition with j x Ñ 1´j x . Davies and Simon proved the following:
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 3.3 of [DS] ). Under our hypotheses on V we have the following decomposition for the absolutely continuous subspace of H.
Note by time reversal invariance, Hl {r " Ě Hr {l . We will see later that the restriction of H to Hl {r has simple spectrum. As each of the spectral projections commutes with H, the operator Pl Pĺ Pl acts as an operator of multiplication by a function we denote by |R pdq l pλq| 2 . This function is defined for a.e. λ in an essential support of the a.c. spectrum of the restriction of H to Hl . We will see later that this is precisely S l . Following [BRS] we have the following definition.
Definition 2.3. The dynamical reflection probability is defined for a.e. λ P S l by |R pdq l pλq| 2 and by 1 for λ R S l . If |R pdq l | 2 vanishes a.e. on a Borel set e then we say that H is dynamically reflectionless on e.
Remark. In [BRS] H is said to be dynamically reflectionless on a Borel e Ď R if P e pHqPl " P e pHqPŕ (where P e pHq is the spectral projection onto e) and e is contained up to a set of measure 0 in an essential support of the a.c. spectrum of H. We will see later that |R pdq l pλq| 2 ‰ 1 only on S l X S r and on this set the operator Pr Pŕ Pr acts by multiplication by the same function |R pdq l pλq| 2 . It follows that this definition coincides with ours (these observations have reduced the question of the equivalence of our definition and that of [BRS] to the fact that for two orthogonal projections we have P`Q " 1 iff P QP " 0 and p1´P qp1´Qqp1´P q " 0).
As we will see, the link between the dynamical and spectral notions of reflection is provided by scattering theory. To be more precise, we will prove:
Theorem 2.4. The spectral and dynamic reflection probabilities are identical,
Moreover, they are given by any diagonal element of the scattering matrix of the pair pH, H 8 q, which will be defined below. Consequently, H is dynamically reflectionless on a Borel set e iff it is spectrally reflectionless on e.
Scattering theory of decoupled Schrödinger operators
In this section we review the elements of scattering theory we need and provide a proof of Theorem 2.4. Recall our definition of H 8 as the direct sum of the restriction of H to the right and left half-lines. For the difference of the resolvents we have the formula [S] pH´zq´1´pH 8´z q´1 " G 00 pzq´1|pH´zq´1δ 0 yxpH´zq´1δ 0 | (2.21) which holds in particular for z "´1. Recall that δ 0 P H´1pHq and so pH´zq´1δ 0 is a bonafide element of H. From (2.21) we see immediately that the wave operators [RS] w˘:" s´lim tÑ˘8 e itH e´i tH8 P ac pH 8 q (2.22) exist and are complete (complete meaning that Ran w˘" H ac pHq). The scattering matrix s :" w˚w´(2.23) is a unitary operator taking H ac pH 8 q to itself. Moreover, it commutes with H 8 and hence acts as multiplication by a 2ˆ2 matrix which we denote by spλq on
Let us elucidate the above identification. First, the spectral measure for δ 1 0 and H l{r is defined as in [S] . Secondly, δ 1 0 is cyclic for H l{r in the sense that the linear span of
. From this the identification in (2.24) follows.
We now give a formula for the scattering matrix which is immediate from standard stationary scattering theory [Y] ; we include an elementary derivation in Section 3 for completeness. Before we state the formula we apply a unitary transformation taking the space on the RHS of (2.24) to
where η l{r is the characteristic function of S l{r (the transformation is given by multiplication by the square root of the appropriate Radon-Nikodyn derivative). The formula we give is for the scattering matrix acting on this transformed space. This transformation is essentially notational and is standard in scattering theory; with this convention, the scattering matrix is a unitary 2ˆ2 matrix for every λ.
It is clear that the value of the diagonal elements of the scattering matrix are unaffected.
Theorem 2.5. The scattering matrix for the pair pH, H 8 q acting on p H is given by
for a, b P tl, ru.
Note that by unitarity of the scattering matrix we have |s ll pλq| 2 " |s rr pλq| 2 and by the above formula both are identically 1 except for λ P S l X S r .
From the point of view of scattering theory it is natural to introduce |s ll pλq| 2 as the reflection probability and introduce the definition of reflectionless operators as in the Jacobi and CMV cases. The following proof shows that all of these definitions coincide. It suffices to prove that ||pj x´χ0 qe´i tH P ac pHqϕ|| Ñ 0 as t Ñ 8 for ϕ P DpHq. Let ψ " pH`1qϕ and C " pj x´χ0 qpH`1q´1. Then,
By Theorem 3.2 of [DS] , C is compact (trace-class even), hence by a well-known fact the RHS then goes to 0 as t Ñ 8 (see Lemma 2 on page 24 of [RS] As a consequence, w˘is a unitary map from H ac pH l{r q to Hl {r intertwining H 8 and H. From this we see that the restriction of H to Hl {r has simple spectrum and that S l{r is an essential support of the a.c. spectrum for this restriction. The formula (2.32) and the definition of the dynamical reflection probability yields
for a.e. λ P S l . Since the RHS is identically 1 outside of S l we see that the above equality holds a.e. A similar calculation yields that Pr Pŕ Pr acts by multiplication by the same function (recall |s ll | " |s rr |). Hence we see that |R pdq l pλq| 2 ‰ 1 only on S l XS r justifying the remark following Definition 2.3. We conclude Theorem 2.4.
We would like to give a final comment on the decomposition of a ψ P Hĺ as ψ " Pl ψ`Pr ψ. From the above proof we see that w˘δ 1 0 is cyclic for the restriction of H to Hl {r (where we are implicitly thinking of δ 1 0 as an element of H´2pH l{r q). After applying a unitary map (again, multiplication by the square root of the appropriate Radon-Nikodyn derivative) to the associated spectral representation, we get a representation of (the restriction of) H as multiplication by λ on L 2 pR, η l{r pλqdλq. In this representation, Pl {r ϕpλq " s l,l{r pλqϕpλq. This motivates our choice of notation for the dynamical reflection probability as |R pdq l pλq| 2 , as we could define R pdq l pλq as the coefficient of Pl ϕ which is now seen to be s ll pλq.
Derivation of scattering matrix
In this section we give an elementary derivation of Theorem 2.5. By the invariance principle [RS] the wave operators and scattering matrix of the pair pH, H 8 q is the same as that for the pair p´pH1 q´1,´pH 8`1 q´1q so we compute the latter. For notational convenience we denote
We compute only s ll pλq. The other elements are the same. For f l and g l P H ac pH l q we have
where in the last line we use the fundamental theorem of calculus and then replace the integral lim tÑ8 ş t t by an Abel sum, which is allowed as the integrand is bounded and we know the limit exists. By (2.21) and the fact that
(this can be derived from the formulas in Appendix A of [GS3] in the same way that the half-line case is done in [GS1] ) we see that the integrand in the last line of (3.2) is given by ie´ǫ |t| xf l , e itR8 pR 8´R qe´i tR w´g l y "´ie´ǫ |t| xf l , e itR8 pH l´z q´1δ
We evaluate the latter inner product following an argument similar to [JKP] . Let h l " e´i tR8 g l . We have,
where we have used the FTC and replaced the integral lim tÑ8 ş t 0 by its Abel sum. Using (2.21) and (3.3) we see that the integral in the last line of (3.5) equals
(3.6) Everything here is absolutely integrable so we use Fubini and evaluate the t integral yielding ż
We now concern ourselves with the limit ǫ 1 Ó 0. xδ 0 , pH´λ´iǫ 1 q´1δ 0 y " G 00 pλ`i0q (3.9) whenever the limit on the RHS exists and is finite. Suppose for the remainder of the proof that g l is nonzero only on a set on which the RHS of (3.9) converges to G 00 pλ`i0q uniformly. By the DCT we see that we can pass the limit ǫ 1 Ó 0 through the integral and we obtain
Plugging this into (3.4) and using Fubini we see that q (3.13) strongly in L 1 provided that we also take g l to have compact support. If we then chose f l so that f l pλ 1 q dρ l,ac dλ pλ 1 q is bounded with f l also of compact support then we can pass the above limit through the λ 1 integration and obtain xf l , ps´1qg l y "´i ż Rˆd ρ l,ac dλ pλq˙2f l pλqg l pλqG 00 pλ`i0qdλ. (3.14)
We have therefore obtained the formula for the special class of f l and g l described in the proof. The extension to all of L 2 is a density argument which we omit. It remains to obtain (3.9). With µ 0 the spectral measure for pH, δ 0 q we have 
